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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Advanced modem dance builds upon skills learned in intermediate modem dance
technique with emphasis on increased technique, increased movement vocabulary
appropriate to advanced training, and more complex compound element phrase work
integrating dynamics and musicality. A continuation of modern. dance history will be
presented.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Identify and perform advanced modern dance vocabulary, combinations and
technique while demonstrating correct body alignment both static and dynamic as
it applies to advanced modem dance training.

B. Identify and perform the progressive elements of an advanced modern class to
increase strength, flexibility, endurance, coordination and agility.

C. Perform advanced modem movement sequences emphasizing complex compound
variations that include spirals, tilts, contractions and arches that express dynamic
qualities of movement and integrate use of weight and musicality.

D. Identify and discuss in depth important aspects of modern dance history.
E. Perform advanced level choreography that demonstrates student autonomy to

make choices relevant to self-expression, musicality and space.
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V. CONTENT
A. Review of intermediate modern dance technique and terminology

1. Alignment application for sitting and standing exercises
2. Flexibility and endurance exercises for feet, legs, hips and torso
3. Movement vocabulary

B. Advanced modem technique
1. Vertical postural alignment while sitting, standing, and moving through space
2. Variations for torso contraction/release, tilt, arch
3. Axial and locomotor transitions through multiple levels in space and direction
4. Complex compound element movement variations (ex: turning tilted spirals,

spiraled torso jumps w/ contractions, inversions and complex turn sequences)
C. Advanced modem terminology

1. Sitting opening floor work
a. Dynamic breathings with port de bras
b. Sitting spirals and more complex spiral variations in parallel and 2nd

position
c. Spine stretch variations parallel, lotus position, and 211d position
d. Pulses in parallel, lotus position, and 2nd position
e. Sitting plies and foot variations
f. Complex sitting 4th position exercises
e. Complex back leg extension variations

2. Advanced standing exercises with releve and torso spirals and contractions
a. Plies/releve/grand plie combinations in parallel and

turnout 1st, 2nd, and 5th position
b. Tendu parallel 1st and turnout 1st, 5th (en croix)
c. Degage (en croix), developpe (en croix) leg swings and grand

battement (en croix)
d. Rond de jambe aterre variations in plie: outward, inward and w-ith port de

bras and direction changes
e. Passe and developpe promenade with tilted pelvis and contraction

3. Advanced center work such as:
a. Laban circle (s, b, b, s, f, f) with torso, direction, and facing changes
b. Standing contract/release of torso with spirals, tilts
c. Complex syncopated prances
d. T11m 'variations such as: multiple turns, chaines, double hip turns, double

draw turns, and barrel turns
e. Combinations and movement sequences integrating

advanced movement vocabulary with direction and facing changes,
complex compound element variations, varying dyn.amics related to
rhythmic phrasing, and inversions

f. Across the floor phrases such as:
1) Turning triplet variations with port de bras
2) Skip/prance combinations with leaps, release of weight to the floor,

and inversions
D. Musicality

1. Review of rhythmic meter
a. 2/4,4/4
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b. 3/4,6/8
c. 7/4,9/4
d. Rhythmic structure identification such as double time and syncopation

2. Integration of polyrhythm into physical practice
3. Integration of arrhythmic and breath-based musicality (percussive and

sustained) as a performance technique
E. History of modem dance

1. Review the evolution of modern dance from 1920-1980 such as:
a. Martha Graham and her teachers: Ruth St Denis and Ted Shawn
b. Katherine Dunham
c. Influence of modem music and visual arts on early modem dance

2. Identification of Graham's influence on other dance forms within a
contemporary context such as in the work of Merce Cunningham, Lester
Horton.. Paul Taylor, and Alvin Ailey

VI. INSTRUC1'IONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
a. Perform an advanced warm up that includes static and dynamic alignment

in sitting and standing exercises, and floor technique, while integrating
movement dynamics and breath-based musicality

b. Practice advanced modern dance steps such as inversions that recover
with torso contraction, spirals and tilts moving through space, Laban circle
with jumps and complex directional changes, tum variations such as
double hip turns moving onto the floor

c. Discuss Graham's influence modem dance forms as seen in the work of
Merce Cunningham, Lester Horton, Paul Taylor, and Alvin Ailey

d. Execute modem dance combinations integrating advanced modem dance
vocabulary, musicality, direction changes, and complex compound
element variations,

2. Out-of-class assignments
a. Practice advanced modern class content learned in class
b. Read and study handouts on topics such as Martha Graham's influence on

choreographers such as M. Cunningham, L. Horton, P. Taylor, and A.
Ailey, advanced modern warm up and floor technique exercises, and
advanced modern dance vocabulary

c. Written assignment on a topic such as an analysis of an advanced
modem dance warm-up exercise that includes purpose, action, and
contraindications

d. Creation of a 48-64 count phrase that incorporates ad,ranc,ed level
modern dance vocabulary, such as complex tilt/spiral/arch/contraction
combinations that travel through space, change direction and level

B. Evaluation
1. Instructor observation of student's performance of warm ups .. floor technique,

and knowledge of technical skills and style
2. Midterm practical exam performance based on an advanced modern w-arm up

and a combination of advanced dance steps choreographed by the instructor
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focusing on vocabulary learned in class with correct alignment, technique, and
dynamics related to musicality

3. Written assignment as described above
4. Final exam includes an in class performance of student choreography as

described above
C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials

1. Instructor generated handout from the following references:
a. Long, Ray, Scientific Keys Volume I: The Key Muscles of Hatlla Yoga

Bandha Yoga Publications, Canada, 2006
b. Brown, Jean, Naomi Mindlin and Charles Humphrey Woodford. The

Vision of Modem Dance in The Words of its Creators, Princeton Book
Company, 1998

c. Penrod, James and Janice Gudde Plastino. The Dancer Prepares: Modem
Dance for Beginners, s" ed. McGraw-Hill 2004

d Perces, Majorie. The Dance Technique of Lester Horton. Princeton Book
Company. Pennington, NJ. 1992.

e. DeFrantz, Thomas. Dancing Revelations: Alvin Ailey's Embodiment of
African American Culture. Oxford University Press. New York, NY.
2004.

f. Copeland, Roger. Merce Cunningham: The Modernizing of Modern
Dance. Routledge. New York, NY. 2004..

g. Bremser, Martha. Fifty Contemporary Choreographers. Routledge. New
York. NY. 2004.

2. DvdsNIIS
a. Dancing in the Light: Six Dance Compositions by African American

Choreographers. American Dance Festival (2007)
b. Martha Graham: Dance on Film, (1959)
c. Martha Graham Technique: Floorwork by Phyllis Gutelius (2011)
d. Martha Graham in Performance. Kultur Productions,

original footage 1957-1961
e. Three by Martha Graham (1969) Pyramid Video. VHS.
f. Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater: Beyond The Steps. Dance Philm

Productions (2006)
g. Paul Taylor and Company. Pyramid Video. VHS.

3. Demonstration, historical content, and other references can be found
for modern dance online at www.youtube.com

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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